
 60th Anniversary Year, of World Renowned, Fairey Gannet XT752. 
“Team Gannet” is now available for your show & event bookings 

XT752 a nuclear capable anti submarine hunter destroyer was built as 

the worlds first dual control prototype T2 advanced type trainer in 

1954 for the “Cold War” period. Within the following next five years 

she became the Fairey factory’s only privately registered Gannet in 

history and then again completely rebuilt as a new prototype T5 dual 

control Gannet. She was then purchased by Indonesia to train their 

Gannet pilots in the UK for one year and then in the 1960’s           

purchased back by the British government to serve in the Royal Navy until 1978 when she was the last Gannet 

not only to retire from service in the world but the only Gannet to be    

selected by the admiralty to fly on to the UK’s biggest aircraft carrier “Ark 

Royal” as a last farewell to the Gannet type.  

THIS YEAR SHE CELEBRATES BEING A SOLE SURVIVOR 

UNLIKE ANY OTHER HISTORIC AIRCRAFT IN THE WORLD 

1.XT752 officially the only surviving  true “prototype” of any historic      

military aircraft still flying in the world that further saw nearly twenty five years of active service. 

2. The oldest Turboprop aircraft flying in the world of any type flying today. 

3. The worlds first of her type and now oldest Gannet surviving in the world of any of the remaining 

few variants left in museums. 

4. The worlds only Gannet to be civilian owned by the UK’s Fairey factory and the last Gannet in the 

world to land on an aircraft carrier. 

5. The only aircraft in the world that has contra rotating propellers independently driven by two      

turbine engines allowing either engine and its corresponding propeller to be totally shut down in 

flight for economical cruise 

6. The only historic aircraft in the world that completed a record breaking televised move by the 

worlds largest cargo aircraft the Ukrainian Antanov 124, then moved by freeways to her home in New 

Richmond, WI as a complete aircraft not disassembled!!!      

Please see; www.faireygannetxt752.com  

www.facebook.com/FaireyGannetXT752 

CONTACT ; Shannan Hendricks at Shannan@faireygannetxt752.com 

“2014” Marks a very special year for Historic Aviation 
with a very special aircrafts celebratory 60th Anniversary. 


